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5 Abstract Since the discovery of large-scale arsenic
6 contamination of groundwater in Bangladesh more than
7 a decade ago, studies related to its spatial characteriza-
8 tion have relied on geostatistical approaches and the
9 classical notion of linear stochastic dynamics. This study
10 explores an alternative nonlinear approach, with a
11 motivation to possibly achieve more cost-effective solu-
12 tions for Bangladesh. It investigates the existence of
13 nonlinear deterministic and chaotic dynamic behavior in
14 the spatial pattern of arsenic contamination in the
15 shallow wells (depth<150 m). The database comprises
16 the nationwide arsenic survey completed in 1999 by the
17 British Geological Survey (BGS) in collaboration with
18 the Department of Public Health Engineering (DPHE)
19 of Bangladesh. Distinction is made in terms of regional
20 geology (Pleistocene vs. Holocene deposits/Northwest
21 vs. Southwest) to understand the geologic dependency.
22 Identification of possible presence of nonlinear deter-
23 ministic and chaotic patterns is made via the Grassber-
24 ger-Procaccia correlation dimension algorithm. The
25 analysis yields correlation dimension values ranging
26 anywhere from 8 to 11 depending on the region, sug-
27 gesting that the arsenic contamination in space, from a
28 chaotic dynamic perspective, is a medium- to high-
29 dimensional problem. The dimension results also indi-
30 cate that the spatial dynamics of arsenic may be mod-
31 erately sensitive to geology, with Pleistocene aquifers
32 appearing to require a minimum of about two less
33 dominant processes/variables for its description when
34 compared to that required by the Holocene aquifers.
35 Based on these results, a qualitative discussion is also

36cast on the potential opportunities offered by a nonlin-
37ear deterministic and chaotic dynamic approach towards
38improving cost-effectiveness in siting new safe wells.

39Keywords Groundwater contamination Æ Bangladesh Æ

40Shallow tube wells Æ Nonlinear dynamics Æ Regional
41geology Æ Remediation drilling Æ Cost-effectiveness

42Introduction

43The health risk posed by dissolved arsenic in ground-
44water has been reported in many countries around the
45world. Concentrations exceeding the World Health
46Organization’s (WHO) safe limit of 10 parts per billion
47(ppb) have been found in, among others, Bangladesh
48(Karim 2000), West Bengal in India (Mazumder et al.
491998); Taiwan (Tseng et al. 1968); Vietnam (Berg et al.
502001); Mexico (Del Razo et al. 1990) and regions of the
51United States (Welch et al. 2000). However, in terms of
52relative proportion of population at risk, arsenic con-
53tamination in Bangladesh represents a major calamity in
54modern history. It is estimated that about 80% of the
55population in Bangladesh (about 103 million) depend on
56shallow tube wells that have been excavated at a depth
57of less than 150 m (hereafter called ‘shallow wells’)
58(Ahmed 2002, 2003). An exposure distribution study by
59Yu et al. (2003) predicts that more than one million-per-
60year cases of arsenic-induced ailments are likely to
61evolve in the near future.
62Since 1993, when it was first discovered that the
63alluvial Ganges aquifers of Bangladesh were contami-
64nated with arsenic, numerous studies have been con-
65ducted to better understand the contamination scenario
66(e.g., Biswas et al. 1998; Burgess et al. 2000; Bhattach-
67arya et al. 2002; Mukherjee and Bhattacharya 2002;
68Harvey et al. 2002; van Geen et al. 2002; Meharg and
69Rahman 2003; Yu et al. 2003). These studies indicate
70that the arsenic contamination is mostly unique to
71shallow wells where both the WHO limit and the Ban-
72gladesh limit (50 ppb) are consistently exceeded up to a
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73 depth of 150 m. The first countrywide study towards
74 accurate spatial (horizontal) characterization of the
75 calamity was conducted in 1998 by the British Geolog-
76 ical Survey (BGS) in collaboration with the Department
77 of Public Health and Engineering (DPHE) of Bangla-
78 desh (hereafter, this survey is referred to as ‘BGS-
79 DPHE’). This survey revealed that 46% of shallow wells
80 exceeded the WHO safe limit, while about 27% exceeded
81 the Bangladesh limit.
82 There have been other studies as well that have at-
83 tempted a spatial description of arsenic contamination
84 by either alluding to the BGS-DPHE (2001) survey for
85 benchmarking and/or conducting independent small-
86 scale surveys. Notable examples include McArthur et al.
87 (2001), van Geen et al. (2003a), Yu et al. (2003), and
88 Hossain et al. (2005). Central in all these studies
89 addressing the ‘spatial’ character of arsenic is the use of
90 classical geostatistical tools. For example, the BGS-
91 DPHE (2001) study reports the application of geosta-
92 tistics involving three steps and the assumption that the
93 arsenic concentration could be treated as a ‘regionalized’
94 random variable in space. These three steps are: (1)
95 computation and modeling of the variogram; (2) pre-
96 diction of concentrations at nonsampled locations by
97 kriging; and (3) statistical analysis of errors. Yu et al.
98 (2003) used a variogram analysis to characterize the
99 spatial variability of arsenic at three spatial scales (1 km,

100 10 km and 100 km) nationwide. The study by van Geen
101 et al. (2003a) employed simple classical error statistics to
102 quantify the vertical (depth) aspect of arsenic variability
103 over a 25 km2 area with high-resolution measurements
104 (6,000 wells). More recently, Hossain et al. (2005) have
105 also applied the variogram method to quantify the
106 spatial variability of arsenic as a function of geology.
107 Knowledge of anisotropy due to geology was also used
108 therein to understand the implications for enhancing the
109 cost-effectiveness of remediation drilling of safe wells on
110 a regional basis in Western Bangladesh.
111 While there is no structural, or even philosophical,
112 flaw in using the conventional geostatistical approach,
113 there is indeed ample room to argue that the geostatis-
114 tical treatment of arsenic contamination in space as a
115 regionalized random (or stochastic) variable may con-
116 stitute only an incomplete analysis of its spatial vari-
117 ability (even if system-dependent). Incompleteness can
118 potentially arise from the fact that geostatistics often
119 fails to recognize the random looking but deterministic
120 behavior (hereafter interchanged with ‘chaotic behav-
121 ior’) that may be present due to self-similar (scale-
122 invariant) factors in the continuum of the sub-surface.
123 For example, it is generally accepted that arsenic in
124 groundwaters of Bangladesh is geologic in origin,
125 deriving from the sediments transported from the up-
126 land Himalayan catchments (BGS-DPHE 2001; McAr-
127 thur et al. 2001; Yu et al. 2003). The BGS-DPHE study
128 clearly indicated that, contrary to the purely random
129 phenomenon observed at the village-scale (<5 km),
130 there exists distinct spatial averages of arsenic contam-
131 ination, as indicated by geostatistics, in the regional

132scale that is 50–100 km scale at which geologic charac-
133teristics vary in Bangladesh (see Fig. 1). The association
134of low levels of arsenic is found in relatively oxic, up-
135lifted old Pleistocene aquifers, and high arsenic con-
136centrations in reducing young Holocene aquifers
137(Nickson et al. 1998). Most (but not all) of the Pleisto-
138cene deposits are located in the Northern region (com-
139prising Madhupur clay, Barind clay and Alluvial fan
140deposits), while the majority of young Holocene deposits
141are located in the floodplains in the South (Deltaic
142deposits and Alluvial deposits) (see Fig. 1; Alam et al.
1431990). Because Bangladesh is essentially a riverine (and
144dendritic) country with numerous ‘small’ floodplains,
145and further because the geology shows presence of
146pockets of Holocene-like and Pleistocene-like deposits
147scattered throughout the country (see Fig. 1), there is
148adequate reason to anticipate chaotic behavior in the
149spatial pattern of arsenic contamination.
150However, a more physical argument in favor of
151expecting deterministic chaos in the spatial variation of
152arsenic can be argued as follows. Despite the apparently
153‘random’ variability observed in the spatial structure of
154arsenic contamination (magnified further at scales
155smaller than 5 km; see BGS-DPHE 2001 and Yu et al.
1562003 for details), field studies so far indicate evidence in
157support of a limited number of competing theories/
158hypotheses behind the mobilization of arsenic (Burgess
159et al. 2000, 2002; McArthur et al. 2001; Harvey et al.
1602002; van Geen et al. 2003b). Each of these theories can,
161in principle, be mathematically represented as the
162cumulative effect of a finite number of dominant pro-
163cesses modeled by 3 or more partial differential equa-
164tions (note: a minimum of 3 PDEs is required for a
165deterministic system to exhibit chaotic behavior; Hao
1661984). As an example, the theory put forward by Harvey
167et al. (2002) states that groundwater arsenic may have
168increased as a result of increased water withdrawal for
169irrigation. The three core (necessary but not sufficient)
170processes that make up this theory are: (1) groundwater
171extraction by irrigation during winter/nonrainy sea-
172son—a process of porous media flow; (2) recharge of
173groundwater by rainwater, carrying along surface or-
174ganic matter to the subsurface aquifer—a process of
175infiltration (Richards Equation); and (3) microbial
176activity in the aquifer zone leading to reduction in
177conditions for arsenic mobilization—a process involving
178microbial kinetics and diffusion. It may be possible to
179construct similar lines of argument for other competing
180theories/hypotheses to argue that a simple physically
181based arsenic mobilization model (with finite degrees of
182freedom) can produce apparently ‘random’ spatial pat-
183terns of arsenic contamination in Bangladesh.
184Taking note of the potential limitations of the geo-
185statistical approaches and the possible nonlinear and
186chaotic nature of groundwater flow and transport phe-
187nomena, recent studies have also suggested consider-
188ation of an alternate (non-geostatistical) paradigm for
189analysis of groundwater resources. For example, in a
190review of research on nonlinear deterministic dynamics
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191 in porous media flow, Faybishenko (2004) noted the
192 following relevant observation: ‘‘For many years the
193 general approach to flow investigations in a fractured
194 environment has been based on using stochastic meth-
195 ods to describe random-looking data sets (e.g., Gelhar
196 1993), without considering that deterministic chaotic
197 processes could cause apparent randomness of experi-
198 mentally observed data.’’ Similar concerns on the use of
199 purely stochastic methods have been echoed by a few
200 other studies as well (e.g. Faybishenko 2002; Sivakumar
201 2004; Sivakumar et al. 2005), which have indicated the
202 potential of nonlinear deterministic approach either

203independently or in combination with a stochastic ap-
204proach.
205Granted that the categorical absence of chaotic
206behavior in groundwater flow and contamination phe-
207nomenon cannot therefore be theoretically established,
208the fundamental question that this study seeks to answer
209is as follows: What is the degree of nonlinear and chaotic
210behavior observed in the spatial pattern of arsenic con-
211tamination of shallow wells in Bangladesh? The study is
212motivated by the argument that the traditional approach
213of using geostatistics may be inadequate in the context
214of cost-effective solutions (e.g., remediation drilling) for

Fig. 1 Geology of Bangladesh (after Alam et al. 1990)
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215 a resource-poor country like Bangladesh. Traditional
216 geostatistical methods, such as kriging, only solve the
217 pattern completion problem (i.e., spatial interpolation),
218 but not the (complementary) pattern recognition prob-
219 lem (e.g., fractals and chaos). As a result, the ‘field’ of
220 arsenic estimated in this fashion from a finite amount of
221 field information is subject to uncertainty due to mea-
222 surement and sampling errors of in situ arsenic tests. On
223 the other hand, a pattern recognition method seeks to
224 associate the sampled field with one or more describable
225 ‘memories’ (e.g., similar to recognizing a letter from a
226 hand-written text) and can be analogous to a nonsto-
227 chastic approach, such as the nonlinear deterministic
228 dynamic (chaotic) approach.
229 Our investigation of nonlinear deterministic and
230 chaotic behavior is, however, not directed towards
231 replacement of the conventional geostatistical charac-
232 terization techniques, but rather to eventually strengthen
233 them by proposing a synergistic use that minimizes the
234 individual limitations. Our study represents only a pre-
235 liminary exploration of chaotic behavior, and we intend
236 to employ in the future appropriately more sophisticated
237 methods, in the spirit of increasing cost-effectiveness of
238 remediation solutions for Bangladesh. The study is
239 based on data from the BGS-DPHE (2001) survey and
240 makes geologic distinctions (Holocene vs. Pleistocene;
241 Northwest vs. Southwest) to characterize the geologic
242 dependency of the chaotic property. Results from this
243 study are eventually expected to initiate exploration on
244 the usefulness of a nonlinear deterministic and chaotic
245 approach in complementing the purely geostatistical
246 approach, and, more specifically, to provide a concep-
247 tual framework to improve the problem definition for
248 questions, such as: (1) what are the implications of the
249 chaotic property in improving the cost-effectiveness of
250 remediation drilling? and (2) How can guidelines based
251 on conventional geostatistical approach be improved for
252 a more effective water resources strategy in Bangladesh?
253 The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
254 the study region and dataset, while Sect. 3 describes the
255 correlation dimension method used for identification of
256 chaos. In Sect. 4, we discuss the results and the impli-
257 cations for more cost-effective remediation strategies vis-
258 à-vis conventional geostatistical approaches. Finally,
259 Sect. 5 presents the conclusions and recommendations
260 for field-scale investigations to explore further the merit
261 of the chaotic approach.

262 Study region and data

263 We choose to study the entire region of Bangladesh as
264 had been first surveyed by the BGS-DPHE (2001) study
265 comprising 3534 wells (see Fig. 1). The dataset is avail-
266 able at http://www.bgs.ac.uk/arsenic/Bangladesh.html.
267 The wells deeper than 150 m (and consistently below the
268 safe limits) are excluded from the analysis, thus resulting
269 in a set of 3,085 shallow wells. This further implies that
270 the vertical variability of arsenic concentration is insig-

271nificant compared to its horizontal variability and hence
272will have negligible effect on the chaotic analysis con-
273ducted herein. Sample wells are systematically and uni-
274formly selected with approximately one well per 37 km2

275(� 6 km·6 km). The arsenic measurements of the BGS-
276DPHE (2001) survey were based on Atomic Absorption
277Spectro-photometry (AAS), which is currently consid-
278ered the most reliable technique for benchmarking ar-
279senic measurements (Rahman et al. 2002). We assume a
280minimum detection limit of arsenic concentration as
2811 ppb and, hence, all nondetection wells are assigned a
282value of 1 ppb. The advantage of this adjustment is that
283it preserves the sanity of log-transformation of data that
284is considered a necessary element, as arsenic concentra-
285tions are known to vary over 3–4 orders of magnitude in
286Bangladesh (Yu et al. 2003; Hossain et al. 2004). It must
287be noted that, due to the spatial resolution of the BGS-
288DPHE (2001) survey, the study is limited to the scale of
289about 6–7 km (also note that this is the scale at which
290villages are clustered under the smallest administrative
291unit called a ‘Union’). As with any type of field inves-
292tigation, certain limitations (such as inaccessibility of
293sampling locations and local lack of familiarity with
294randomized sampling) existed with this BGS-DPHE
295survey as well. However, in the overall scheme of our
296investigations, such limitations are considered insignifi-
297cant due to the fact that the BGS-DPHE survey cur-
298rently represents the most quality-controlled database of
299arsenic measurements available countrywide.
300To study the role played by geology, we further
301classified our arsenic database into three categories: (A)
302Whole Bangladesh (no distinction made in geology); (B)
303Holocene deposits of Southwest Bangladesh (BD)
304(geologic distinction—those regions usually high in ar-
305senic); and (C) Pleistocene deposits of Northwest BD
306(geologic distinction—those regions usually low in ar-
307senic). We first defined Western BD as the region west of
308the Brahmaputra-Meghna River system (see Fig. 1). The
309region is then geographically subdivided into two parts
310based on major Holocene/Pleistocene differences re-
311ported by Alam et al. (1990): (B) Southwest BD; and (C)
312Northwest BD. Hereafter regions A, B and C shall be
313conveniently interchanged with ‘Whole BD’, ‘Southwest
314BD (or Holocene deposits)’ and ‘Northwest BD (or
315Pleistocene deposits)’, respectively. The Northwest BD is
316defined as the region bound by 24.0�N–26.7�N latitude
317and 88.0�E–89.5�E longitude representing an area of
318about 35,000 km2 with 872 shallow wells (Fig. 1). The
319Southwest BD is bound by 22.49�N–23.79�N latitude
320and 89.0�E–90.0�E longitude representing an exclusively
321Holocene area of about 13,000 km2 with 848 shallow
322wells.

323The chaotic approach

324Many methods have been formulated for the identifi-
325cation of chaotic behavior in a data series. One such
326method used herein is the ‘Correlation Dimension’ (CD)
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327 method, which attempts to measure the extent to which
328 the presence of a data point affects the position of the
329 other points on the attractor. The concept is analogous
330 to the classical notion of auto-covariance function, with
331 the exception that the dependency of a point in the series
332 (in the continuum of space or time) is cast from the
333 perspective of nonlinear determinism exhibited by a lo-
334 cal attractor. The CD method uses the correlation
335 integral or function (Grassberger and Procaccia 1983)
336 for distinguishing between chaotic and stochastic
337 behavior (more specifically, between low-dimensional
338 and high-dimensional systems). The concept of the
339 correlation integral is that even when a process may look
340 irregular (i.e., ‘random’), if it comes from deterministic
341 dynamics, it will have a limited number of degrees of
342 freedom equal to the smallest number of first-order
343 differential equations that capture the most important
344 features of the dynamics. For further details on the
345 relevant issues in the application of CD in hydrology
346 and related fields, the reader is referred to the studies by
347 Tsonis et al. (1993), Sivakumar (2000, 2005), and Si-
348 vakumar et al. (2002a, b), among others.
349 It is appropriate to mention, at this stage, that there is
350 a fundamental difference in the manner in which the
351 Grassberger–Procaccia algorithm is employed in the
352 present study when compared to its application in the
353 past. Traditionally, the algorithm has been applied to
354 data series in the continuum of time (e.g. Theiler 1987),
355 whereas herein it is applied to data series in space. While
356 this deviation may raise concerns, which are under-
357 standable, we would also like to emphasize that there is
358 no convincing reason to believe that the algorithm
359 cannot be used in the space domain, even involving
360 unequal delay distances. We admit that the phase-space
361 reconstruction for ‘irregular-interval data’ (regardless of
362 time or space) may have its own limitations, but we
363 believe that such potential limitations alone should not
364 hamper our ability to investigate the usefulness of the
365 algorithm, and this is particularly so when our intention
366 is to primarily conduct a preliminary exploration in a
367 spatial context. In addition, there are two caveats of the
368 Grassberger–Procaccia algorithm that the reader should
369 be forewarned of. The first is causality—there is no
370 reason to expect that causality will hold for spatial ser-
371 ies. The second is that there are 1–3 independent vari-
372 ables, rather than 1, affecting arsenic variability in space.
373 Using just the distance as the independent variable, ra-
374 ther than 2 spatial coordinates, implies some type of
375 isotropy in the spatial pattern and may bias results. We
376 believe that the weaknesses of this algorithm, if any, may
377 be revealed in our results, and consequently, we may
378 also employ a more appropriate phase-space recon-
379 struction method in the future.
380 With the above limitations in mind, each selected well
381 is therefore considered a focal point, and the intra-well
382 distances between all other wells are computed. The
383 arsenic concentrations of each well with respect to the
384 focal well are arranged in the order of increasing intra-
385 well distance. Thus, in essence, Region A (Whole BD)

386comprises of 3,085 spatial series, while Region B and C
387have 848 and 872 spatial series, respectively, each with
388the same number of data points. The algorithm uses the
389phase-space reconstruction of these spatial series. For a
390scalar spatial series Xi, where i=1, 2, 3,..., N, (and Xi is
391the arsenic concentration at well i), the phase-space can
392be constructed using the method of delays (distances)
393given by,

Yj ¼ ðXj;Xjþs;Xjþ2s; . . . ;Xjþðm�1Þs=DsÞ; ð1Þ

395395where j=1, 2,....., N � (m�1)s/Ds; m is the dimension of
396the vector Yj, also called the embedding dimension; and
397s is the delay distance taken to be some suitable multiple
398of the average intra-well distances Ds. For an m-
399dimensional phase-space, the correlation integral C(r) is
400given by (Theiler 1987),

CðrÞ ¼ lim
ðN!1Þ

2

NðN � 1Þ

X

i;j

H r � Y i � Y j

�

�

�

�

� �

: ð2Þ

402402403Here, 1 £ i<j £ N; H is the Heaviside step function
404with H(u)=1 for u>0 and H(u)=0 for u £ 0, where
405u=r�|Yi � Yj|, and r is the radius of sphere centered on
406Yi or Yj; and N is the number of data points (wells) in
407the spatial series.
408If the spatial series is characterized by an attractor,
409then for positive values of r, the correlation integral
410C(r) is related to the radius r by the following relation:

CðrÞ � arv; ð3Þ

412412where a is constant; and m is the correlation exponent or
413the slope of Log C(r) versus Log r plot given by:

m ¼ lim
ðr!0;N!1Þ

LogCðrÞ

Log r
: ð4Þ

415415416The slope is generally estimated by a least-squares fit
417of a straight line over a certain range r, called the scaling
418region.
419To observe whether or not a chaotic pattern exists
420in the spatial property of arsenic, the correlation
421exponent values are plotted against the corresponding
422embedding dimension values. If the correlation expo-
423nent leads to a finite value (i.e., saturation of slopes),
424then the system is often considered dominated by
425nonlinear deterministic and chaotic dynamics. If the
426value of the correlation exponent is small, then the
427system is generally thought as dominated by a low-
428dimensional dynamics (spatial) governed by the prop-
429erties of an attractor. The saturation value of the
430correlation exponent is defined as the correlation
431dimension of the attractor of the spatial series. In
432contrast, for systems dominated by stochastic pro-
433cesses, the correlation exponent is supposed to increase
434without any bound. While this type of interpretation is
435generally accepted for distinguishing between chaotic
436and stochastic behaviors, there may also be certain
437exceptions, since finite correlation dimensions may also
438result for stochastic systems with power-law spectra.
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439 Some studies have questioned the studies that reported
440 existence of chaos in hydrologic data, but such have
441 been raised mostly on the ground of data size (e.g.
442 Schertzer et al. 2002). While the correlation dimension
443 method may indeed possess certain limitations, any
444 claim and counterclaim on the presence/absence of
445 chaos in a time series needs careful interpretation [see,
446 for instance, Sivakumar (2000, 2005) and Sivakumar
447 et al. (2002a, b) for details].
448 The CD of an attractor provides information on the
449 dimension of the phase-space required for embedding
450 the attractor, which, in turn, provides information on
451 the number of variables present in the spatial pattern
452 of the corresponding arsenic-contaminated hydro-sys-
453 tem. According to Fraedrich (1986), the nearest integer
454 above the correlation dimension value provides the
455 minimum dimension of the phase-space essential to
456 embed the attractor, while the value of the embedding
457 dimension at which the saturation of the correlation
458 exponent occurs provides an upper bound on the
459 dimension of the phase-space sufficient to describe the
460 motion of the attractor.

461Results and discussion

462Correlation dimension analysis

463Preliminary results of correlation dimension analysis
464reveal insignificant differences among the closely clus-
465tered wells. This is expected, since only the overall var-
466iability of the spatial series is reflected in the CD
467analysis, rather than that between individual and closely
468spaced wells. Hence, for convenience, we demonstrate
469the CD analysis for a finite number of focal wells for
470each region (A, B and C). We select 10 wells for each of
471regions A, B and C. Table 1 summarizes the location of
472each focal well (note: focal wells were also included in
473the CD analyses), its depth and corresponding arsenic
474concentration. Figure 2 shows the relationship between
475correlation function C(r) and radius r for the focal well
476A-1 (see Table 1) in region A (no geologic distinction).
477Large scaling regions are observed in Fig. 2, which allow
478us fairly reasonable estimations of the correlation
479exponent. In Figs. 3 and 4, we show similar relationships
480for other focal wells, B-1 and C-1 for regions B (Holo-

Table 1 Description of the 10 selected focal wells for regions A, B and C

Focal well Location (�) Depth (m) Arsenic concentration (ppb) Comment

Latitude Longitude

Whole BD (Region A)
A-1 24.303 91.450 35.0 18.7
A-2 23.851 88.654 39.0 58.4
A-3 24.547 88.608 38.0 4.6
A-4 24.211 89.419 39.0 1.0 Nondetection well
A-5 24.151 89.280 34.0 1.0 Nondetection well
A-6 22.709 89.635 23.0 15.0
A-7 23.018 89.139 34.0 224.0
A-8 24.336 88.749 33.0 1.0 Nondetection well
A-9 24.054 89.373 45.0 1.0 Nondetection well
A-10 22.558 89.007 35.0 192.0

Holocene (Region B)
B-1 23.607 90.991
B-2 23.946 90.115 55.0 29.9
B-3 22.488 90.067 22.0 6.0
B-4 22.629 89.610 22.0 424.0
B-5 22.901 88.949 46.0 88.0
B-6 22.704 89.688 15.0 234.0
B-7 23.542 90.607 13.0 120.0
B-8 23.144 89.763 39.0 76.0
B-9 22.751 89.714 16.0 571.0
B-10 23.368 89.556 57.0 1.0 Nondetection well

Pleistocene (Region C)
C-1 23.968 89.830
C-2 25.776 88.565 19.5 1.0 Nondetection well
C-3 25.855 88.539 18.9 5.4
C-4 25.639 88.671 32.6 5.6
C-5 24.811 89.485 22.9 8.6
C-6 24.292 89.313 38.0 1.0 Nondetection well
C-7 24.418 89.001 41.0 11.6
C-8 24.395 89.057 39.0 1.0 Nondetection well
C-9 24.809 88.935 30.0 1.0 Nondetection well
C-10 24.814 88.881 39.0 3.2
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481 cene) and C (Pleistocene), respectively. However, dis-
482 tinctions due to geologic property are hard to establish
483 qualitatively in these figures. Since the Log C(r) versus
484 Log (r) analyses from all other focal wells appear very
485 similar, they are not shown herein.
486 To analyze the relationship between correlation
487 exponent and embedding dimension, we show Figs. 5, 6
488 and 7 for regions A, B and C, respectively. It must be
489 noted, however, that the exact delineation of the scaling
490 region (from Figs. 2, 3 and 4, for example) can be a
491 difficult task often requiring semiquantitative methods
492 such as visual inspection. Hence, the subsequent esti-
493 mation of correlation exponent with respect to embed-
494 ding dimensions should be assessed as an empirical
495 exercise subject to the limitations of the semiquantitative
496 method employed herein. A saturation of the slope Log
497 C(r)/Log (r) is observed, indicating evidence towards
498 possible nonlinear deterministic and chaotic dynamic
499 behavior. This saturation value of the correlation
500 exponent (also known as Correlation Dimension, CD)
501 appears to show moderate variability across geologic
502 property. When no distinction is made in terms of
503 geology, the nationwide CD value appears to lie in the
504 ranges of 10–11 while the embedding dimension at which

505this saturation occurs is found to be about 12 (see
506Fig. 5). We take this finding as a preliminary indication
507of the medium-to-high level of dimensionality that exists
508in the mobilization mechanisms of arsenic. Conse-
509quently, it is an indication that a medium-to-large model
510structure (perhaps with 10–12 model parameters) is re-
511quired to adequately capture this spatial variability at
512the regionalized scale (� 6 km·6 km). Across geologic
513regions, Pleistocene deposits appear to require a mini-
514mum of two less variables/parameters for its spatial
515description than their Holocene counterpart. Also note
516that the CD for Pleistocene region (Northwest BD)
517ranges around 8–9, while Holocene deposits correspond
518much closer to the nationwide value of 10–11. At this
519stage, we speculate that this difference is perhaps due to
520the predominance of oxic conditions in the Pleistocene
521shallow wells that imply the absence of one or more
522arsenic mobilization mechanisms (i.e., no reduction
523mechanism). It is currently unknown as to how these
524saturation values will vary as higher resolution arsenic
525measurements (scales <6 km·6 km) become available
526along with more up-to-date groundwater chemistry
527data. Hence, we stress the need for more detailed
528investigation involving higher resolution data to quan-

Fig. 2 The relationship
between Log C(r) and radius
(Log r) for focal A-1 (region A)

Fig. 3 Same as Fig. 3 but for
focal well B-1 (region B)
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529 tify more definitively the forcing role played by geology.
530 In Table 2, we summarize the mean CD values for the
531 selected 10 focal points over each region.
532 It is appropriate, at this stage, to highlight spatial
533 variability analyses recently reported by Hossain et al.
534 (2005) on the basis of a purely geostatistical framework
535 (variogram analyses). Hossain et al. (2005) reported
536 that regional anisotropy in the spatial dependence of
537 arsenic for Northwest region of Bangladesh was found

538to be stronger than that in the Southwest. The corre-
539lation length for arsenic concentration in the East–
540West direction of Northwest Bangladesh (i.e., across
541major river floodplains, Fig. 1) was found to be almost
542twice (158.80 km) that of the North–South direction
543(along the major axis of Pleistocene deposits)
544(78.21 km). For the Southwest region, the ratio of
545East–West to North–South correlation lengths ranged
546from 1.40 to 1.51.

Fig. 4 Same as Fig. 3 but for
focal well C-1 (region C)

Fig. 5 Relationship between
correlation exponent and
embedding dimension for
Region A (no geologic
distinction) (focal well A-1)

Fig. 6 Same as Fig. 6 but for
region B (focal well B-1)
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547 Implications of chaotic behavior for cost-effective siting
548 of remediation wells

549 For siting of new (safe) wells, it is currently considered a
550 very expensive, and even almost-impossible, task to
551 reconcile the need for detailed knowledge of hydroge-
552 ology with the tremendous spatial variability (centime-
553 ters vertically; meters horizontally) that is observed in
554 the Bangladesh sediments. Nevertheless, detailed field
555 studies can always lead to some useful ‘rules of thumb’
556 for well-siting at the village level. The indications of such
557 an approach can be found in Hossain et al. (2004).
558 However, initial experiences of the BGS-DPHE (2001,
559 see page 240) over a small study region have exemplified
560 the difficulty in accurately quantifying the likelihood of
561 identifying ‘uncontaminated wells’ from a geostatically
562 derived spatial map of arsenic contamination. A major
563 inadequacy of geostatistical approaches, in our opinion,
564 arises from the observation that a geostatistically iden-
565 tified (i.e., ‘kriged’) drilling location of a remediation
566 well in the neighborhood of a contaminated well is
567 associated with an uncertainty (equivalent to the mini-
568 mized error variance). In Bangladesh, where public
569 health is at risk, such uncertainty needs to be reduced
570 and, hence, conventional geostatistical approaches (such
571 as kriging) should be explored for ‘enhancement’ with
572 the less conventional paradigms such as the nonlinear
573 deterministic chaos theory to minimize the limitations.
574 Let us now consider, as an example, the recent report
575 on implementing a safe water supply program for Sri-

576nagar—a sub-district of Bangladesh comprising about
57730,000 (mostly rural) people (Hoque et al. 2004). Expe-
578rience from this program clearly recommended that, for
579arsenic-affected areas, a cluster-based piped water sys-
580tem be given proper consideration when selecting
581appropriate water options rather than household-based
582options or the development of new low-cost options (e.g.
583filters, rain-water harvesting etc.) (Hoque et al. 2004).
584To effectively construct a cluster-based piped water
585system, a network of wells would need to be drilled and
586centrally connected through a piped network in a fash-
587ion that the overall quality of water being pumped is
588within the Bangladesh safe limit of 50 ppb for arsenic.
589This requires drilling the maximum number of safe
590wells, although a few unsafe wells may also be accept-
591able. For cost-effective implementation of this program,
592there are now two competing aspects interacting at the
593level of risk management and decision-making: (1)
594alternative but safe drinking water supply needs to be
595ensured rapidly; and (2) remediation drilling should be
596preferably shallow (given that deep-well drilling is a
597time-consuming and very costly option) and planned in
598surrounding locations that are known to be ‘probabi-
599listically’ low in arsenic.
600Under such a situation, a chaotic approach has the
601potential to augment the geostatistical approach. The
602chaotic approach can identify the minimum number of
603model (physical or black-box) parameters required to
604adequately model the spatial variability of arsenic in
605space for the affected region that has already been
606mapped for its CD value. One suggested example is the
607use of a neural-network (NN) model with the number of
608nodes equaling the number of variables (embedding
609dimensions) obtained from the CD analysis that spa-
610tially ‘forecasts’ safe zones. The inputs to the NN-cha-
611otic model would be the arsenic concentration of the
612focal well (point of application) and the distance from
613the well (i.e., point of prediction). This NN-chaotic
614model can then be used to identify the spots that are
615likely to be safe in arsenic concentration (in recognition
616of the self-similarity) and subsequently used as an
617additional constraint to the geostatistical siting of wells

Table 2 Summary of correlation dimension value for regions A, B
and C

Correlation dimension
(Range)

Min Max

Region A 10 11
Region B (Holocene) 10 11
Region C (Pleistocene) 8 9

Fig. 7 Same as Fig. 6 but for
Region C (focal well, C-1)
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618 (i.e., both kriging and the NN-chaotic model should
619 agree on the location’s safe/unsafe likelihood). Despite
620 the traditional criticism of neural-network approaches
621 (or any ‘time series’ approach, for that matter) as lack-
622 ing potential to promote the scientific insight of a nat-
623 ural phenomenon, recent work indicates that substantial
624 understanding has been gained in designing its archi-
625 tecture (nodes and hidden layers) based on the physical
626 process it models [see for example: Sudheer and Jain
627 (2003) and Jain et al. (2004) for river flow].
628 Currently, there are a number of maps available that
629 characterize the probability of arsenic contamination in
630 nonsampled regions based on kriging (see BGS-DPHE
631 2001 and McArthur et al. 2001, for example). Hence, a
632 combination of geostatistics with a chaotic dynamic
633 approach can intuitively be expected to refine the safe
634 drilling spots with considerably lower probability of
635 failure (i.e., by reducing the number of false hopes and
636 false alarms) than what would have otherwise been
637 indicated by kriging alone. Although it remains to be
638 seen if there exists a (suggested) physical connection
639 between the minimum number of NN nodes and the
640 minimum embedding dimension from the CD method at
641 the region of application [see, however, Sivakumar et al.
642 (2002) for such a connection for river flow], the sug-
643 gestion, which has insignificant start-up costs compared
644 to laboratory studies, is certainly worth investigating
645 until proven wholly ineffective.

646 Conclusion

647 This paper presented a preliminary investigation of the
648 existence of nonlinear deterministic and chaotic behavior
649 in arsenic contamination in shallow tube wells of Ban-
650 gladesh. The correlation dimension method revealed
651 convincing medium-to-high dimensional chaotic pattern
652 with a countrywide dimension value ranging between 8
653 and 11. The minimum number of variables and, hence,
654 the number of dominant processes required to model the
655 spatial variability of arsenic were also identified. It ap-
656 peared that chaotic behavior of arsenic is moderately
657 sensitive to geology (Holocene vs. Pleistocene). The study
658 indicated that Pleistocene aquifers would require two less
659 minimum number of variables for its spatial description
660 compared to the Holocene counterpart. However, higher
661 resolution data may be required to explore this issue
662 further. Finally, the paper discussed the potential
663 opportunities offered by the chaotic approach towards
664 better cost-effective remediation strategies than that
665 possible by a purely geostatistical framework.
666 As part of a proposed (and needed) ‘enhancement’ of
667 geostatistical approaches for spatial characterization
668 towards increasing cost-effectiveness, we list the follow-
669 ing as natural extensions to this study: (1) Investigate the
670 scale-invariant or fractal behavior of arsenic with high-
671 resolution data, with due consideration for the possible
672 influence of (small) data size, thresholds and presence of
673 zeros (or any other single value) on the outcomes of

674fractal/chaos methods (e.g., Harris et al. 1997; Sivaku-
675mar 2001); (2) Consider the effects of depth of wells on
676chaotic characterization and explore fuzzy logic ap-
677proaches of membership functions (e.g., Klir and Yuan
6781995) to categorize wells as deep or shallow; and (3)
679Study the impact of measurement error on the identifi-
680cation of chaotic behavior [see, for example, Sivakumar
681et al. (1999)] using the semiquantitative field kits (Rah-
682man et al. 2002).
683Among the suggested extensions, (3) has particular
684significance to increase cost-effectiveness of (and reduc-
685ing risks for) siting of safe shallow wells through our
686proposed paradigmatic approach (geostatistical-cum-
687chaotic). The majority of arsenic measurements in
688Bangladesh on a large scale (totalling about 1.3 million
689wells) are available from the cheap Field Kits (FK)
690(Rahman et al. 2002). Although FK measurements are
691subject to large errors with a highly complex error
692structure, Hossain et al. (2005) have demonstrated that
693FK measurements can still adequately characterize the
694modal depth (depth of highest arsenic contamination)
695for shallow wells. This probably indicates that the
696database of FK-arsenic measurements that are currently
697available countrywide may indeed be sufficient to char-
698acterize the probable depth of highest arsenic contami-
699nation for local regions, even though the modal arsenic
700contamination rate (i.e., ‘‘highest fraction of contami-
701nated wells’’) may have large errors. Hence, one current
702challenge is to investigate the efficacy of using FKs for
703mapping the chaotic behavior of arsenic and (otherwise)
704propose new desired performance levels for FKs that
705would make them as useful as AAS method in our
706proposed geostatistical-cum-chaotic siting of new wells
707(see Sect. 4B). Work is ongoing in this direction, and we
708hope to report the details in the near future.
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